Bellevue

Fast-paced, funny, tragic, and terrifyingly true-to-life, Bellevue is a darkly comic novel about
interns coming of age in the chaotic hell of a big-city hospital. It is an astonishing tour de
force, a kind of medical Catch-22. In the citys vast, disintegrating Bellevue Hospital, young
Dr. David Levy hopes to avoid being molded into the same kind of doctor as his supervisor,
Fat Goldman-- the symbol of all that is insane and uncaring about the medical establishment.
Nor does Levy want to become like his best friend, the rebellious Sal Vertino. Although Sal
was a star in medical school, his career may not survive his own doubts-- or his besotted
pursuit of third-year student Delia Meducci, a smoldering beauty as ambitious and
unscrupulous as she is sexy. Through Levys exhausted eyes, we experience the hellish
pressure of urban medicine-- where interns test their vocation by means of extended sleepless
shifts, and where denying ones own feelings and humanity is the only way to survive. With
hallucinatory scenes and sharply comic dialogue, Bellevue introduces a terrific cast of wild
characters, including Rulo, an odd, wheelchair-roaming patient/philosopher; Larcombe, who is
afflicted with every malady known to medicine; and Mrs. Ryan, who is mysteriously
resuscitated-- though nobody knows why. A portrait of a hospital as Dantes Inferno, Bellevue
is at once funny and moving, a novel of life, love, death, passion, and-- rarest of all-- genuine
originality.
Rosies Resolution: When the Gavel Falls (Masters of the Castle), When in Doubt, Add Butter,
Giottos Circle (A Short Story), NAMIBIA vom Owambo bis in den Suden: Erinnerungen in
Bildern und Texten (German Edition), Bellevue, Isnt It Romantic?, Superman Chronicles, Vol.
10, Wonder Woman #25, Lobos Nao Choram (Serie Alfa e Omega) (Portuguese Edition),
Conquering Alexandria,
Bellevue Cafe, Kloof, Kwazulu-Natal. A comfy and casual bistro with ample outdoor seating
to capitalize on those warm daytime lunches. Chef-patron Chris Buy 12 bottles 2015 Bellevue
Malbec and get 20% off plus FREE delivery!Private Property has 10 houses, apartments,
complexes, farms, land for sale in Bellevue. View photos, virtual tours and detailed property
descriptions. Bellevue Estate in Stellenbosch has introduced a new tasting room and
restaurant to complement their range of fine wines. Heres what I R 5 500 000 Seeff Johannesburg Central 27 Bedroom Apartment / Flat for Sale in Bellevue East Calling All
Investors!! 19 units for sale in a block of 32 in Bellevue Wine Estate in Stellenbosch, Western
Cape: The farm was first acquired by Christoffel Groenewald in 1701, but its name was only
changed in cont.CONTACT DETAILS: 0 info@. WEDDINGS AND Bellevue is a smaller
residential neighbourhood located in north east Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The
neighbourhood overlooks the North Saskatchewan River.CONTACT DETAILS: 0 info@.
WEDDINGS AND Recently a state of the art tasting room and restaurant has been
furnished Property for sale in Bellevue, Johannesburg. The largest selection of apartments,
flats, farms, repossessed property, private property and houses for sale in Apartment Bellevue
offers accommodations in Cape Town. The property features views of the sea and is one mile
from Long Street.Property to rent in Bellevue, Johannesburg. The largest selection of
apartments, flats, farms, repossessed property, private property and houses to rent in Bellevue
Property For Sale. IOLProperty is SAs LARGEST property site - search houses, flats & other
real estate in Bellevue, Johannesburg.The first Pinotage plantings made their way onto
Bellevue soil in the early 1950s. he was looking for and approached the Agricultural College
at Elsenburg.Private Property has 34 houses, apartments, complexes, farms, land for sale in
Bellevue. View photos, virtual tours and detailed property descriptions.Bellevue is a village in
Peoria County, Illinois, United States. The population was 1,887 at the 2000 census. Bellevue
is a suburb of Peoria and is part of the Bellevues vineyards comprise of Cabernet franc,
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Chenin blanc, Cinsaut, Property for sale in Bellevue, Pietermaritzburg. The largest selection of
apartments, flats, farms, repossessed property, private property and houses for sale in Bellevue
is a railway station on the Berlin Stadtbahn in the Hansaviertel district of Berlin, Germany. It
is located on the elevated Stadtbahn line and served by
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